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Introduction Background
This book seeks to examine Islamic legal opinion ( fatwā) in the post-New Order (Orde Baru) Indonesia issued by three major fatwā-making agencies (dār al-iftāʼ) in the country namely Majelis Ulama' Indonesia (MUI), Majelis Tarjih Muhammadiyah, and Lajnah Baḥth al-Masāil Nahdlatul Ulama' (LBM-NU). It elucidates the key features of these agencies and the distinctive methods they utilize in crafting their legal opinion ( fatwā). It also examines major factors conditioning the genesis of legal opinion ( fatwā) selected. Nevertheless, it should also be made clear from the outset that this book does not aim at in-depth socio-historical analysis conditioning the making of legal opinion ( fatwā). Another central issue analyzed is how competing modes of thought condition as well as reflect the production of legal opinion (fatwā) within the respective agencies. Furthermore, how legal opinion ( fatwā) serve as a site for competing mode of thinking of dominant agencies within the Muslim community of Indonesia will be explored.
The overriding interest of this book is in understanding the implications of Islamic legal opinion ( fatwā) on Indonesia's plural society and the extent to which it facilitates adaptation to the demands of rapid social change confronting the community. While there has been a vast number of legal opinion ( fatwā) pronounced by these organizations within the period selected, this book will focus on legal opinion ( fatwā) that have strong implications on the lives of Muslims within Indonesian society as they attempt to adapt and adjust to the demands of change and challenges of the plural society in which they live. Legal opinion ( fatwā) on sectarianism and interreligious relations, major aspects of rituals and religious practices as well as those dealing with issues of modernity will be examined.
In Indonesia, fatwā-making agencies are integral to Islamic groups or movements. For example, Muhammadiyah and Nahdlatul Ulama'(NU) are equipped with fatwā-making bodies called Majelis Tarjih and Lajnah Baḥth al-Masāil respectively. Other organizations such as Persatuan Islam (Persis) also founded the Dewan Hisbah which is responsible for the production of legal opinion ( fatwā) within the organization. 1 In some organizations such as Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia (HTI) where no specific fatwā-making institution exists, the organization nonetheless frequently functions as the fatwā-maker for its members. The three organizations discussed in this book are highly influential in society. Of these, the most prominent are Majelis Ulama' Indonesia (MUI) which is active in producing legal opinion ( fatwā) relating to various issues for contemporary Muslim society in Indonesia as a whole. MUI is a stateaffiliated religious body that represents both the state and the majority of Muslim groups in Indonesia. As MUI is an organization representing almost all Muslim groups in the country, Muhammadiyah and Nahdlatul Ulama' constitute part of this umbrella organization. MUI provides a forum for discussion for Muslim scholars and leaders and is seen as the most competent council in giving guidance and rules on religious problems and questions (iftā').
2 In general, MUI proclaims itself as a successor of the Prophet (warathatu al-anbiyāʼ) which functions to fulfill his legacy. Hence, it assumes the roles as fatwā-giver (mufti), guide and servant for the community (riʽāya wa khādim al-umma), a movement for reform and improvement (al-iṣlāḥ wa tajdīd) devoted to inviting people to do good and forbidding evil (amr bi al-maʽrūf wa nahy ʽan al-munkar).
3 In its specific function as a fatwā agency, MUI established a special agency responsible for dealing with Islamic legal opinion ( fatwā) called the Fatwā Commission (Komisi Fatwa).
Historically, MUI is founded in May 1975 as the representative body for Muslims nationwide. As the ruler strongly supported the creation of MUI at that time, many believe that MUI is a politically created religious institution aimed by the regime at gaining legitimacy from the religious scholars (ulamā) in justifying strategic and potentially controversial policies it introduced. 4 The ruler's (Suharto) support for its founding was formulated regarding concern for the unity of Indonesian Muslims in meeting and resolving challenges they face with the backing and participation of the clerics (ulamā').
5 Through this political will, MUI was finally established with branches spreading across all Indonesian provinces and regencies which have expanded to more than thirty. As a country with a majority Muslim population, matters relating to Islam occupy a central place in politics. Although the administration of religious affairs in Indonesia has been formally assigned to the Ministry of Religious Affairs (Kementerian Agama), at the practical level, this ministry does not deal with specific issues confronting Muslims. Since such a role is assumed by MUI, it can be maintained that MUI represents the state and its legal opinion ( fatwā) stands as the formal legal position of the state on issues relating to Islam. The other organization which this book focuses on is Muhammadiyah. This group has been widely associated with a puritan-reformist strand of Islam, and for such a reason it is also often associated with Wahhabism and Salafism. However, this description might fail to describe the whole range of Muhammadiyah movement. To some extent, especially regarding faith, the association of Muhammadiyah with Wahhabism is not misleading. Similarly, the terms Salafism might also be applied to Muhammadiyah, when it refers to a group which adheres to the principle of returning to two primary source of Islamic law, the Qur'ān and Sunna or Prophetic tradition. 6 It has also been rendered as the representative of the reformist Islamic movement in Indonesia. Some scholars studied this movement have also pointed to its current conservative inclinations. Founded in 1912, Muhammadiyah was set up as an Islamic movement aimed at purifying Islam as practiced by Javanese society at the beginning of 20 th century, featured by the syncretic amalgamation of Javanese traditions with Islamic teachings.
Although currently labeled as puritan, studies reveal that in its initial phase, Muhammadiyah was often described as accommodative towards local tradition. Its rigidity in dealing with local cultures and traditions only occurred about a decade after its foundation. This paradigmatic shift is believed to have been conditioned by the establishment of the Majelis Tarjih. Consequently, in addition to being a think-tank of this organization, Majelis Tarjih is also frequently identified as the agent of puritanism within this group. This ambiguous nature of Majelis Tarjih is relevant to understanding its mode(s) of thought and how it is reflected in legal opinion (fatwā) issued. Majelis Tarjih is founded in 1927 with the core function of issuing legal opinion ( fatwa) or legal determination for certain problems. Nevertheless, it should also be emphasized here that Majelis Tarjih does not deal only with religious issues in a narrow sense. Rather, it also claims to deal with all contemporary problems by referring to the principles of the Qurʼān and Sunna, 7 and urges for legal reasoning (ijtihad) in resolving contemporary issues confronting Muslim societies.
The other movement, Nahdlatul Ulama', has been long known as the representative of traditionalist Muslim groups in Indonesia. It is for this reason that it is selected in this book.Interestingly, its characterization as a traditionalist is currently questioned given competing mode of thought that have merged within the movement. The extent to which this development within NU impacts upon legal opinion ( fatwā) will be scrutinized. Within NU, the Baḥth al-Masāil has played a very significant role in constructing a religious strand of NU since its foundation in 1926. The literature on the history of this body indicates that in its initial phase, Baḥth al-Masāil was primarily a kind of discussion that took place in Islamic boarding school (pesantren) as part of a mechanism in solving problems within society. As a kind of activity, its inception is concurrent with the founding of NU. Historically, NU is founded partly in response to the ascendance of the new political power in Saudi Arabia which marked a shift from the Shafi'iteoriented to a Wahhabi-inclined political leadership. This change of power was seen as a potential threat to traditionalistic Islam and its practices as Wahhabism served as the ideological basis for the new regime which harbored hostility to traditions maintained by traditionalist groups. At about the same time, the call for religious reforms in Indonesia had begun to take place spearheaded by several groups. It has inevitably created anxiety among traditional Muslim leaders which culminated in the foundation of NU. NU's formal institutionalization rendered it both as community ( jamīʽa) adhering to the traditional practice of Islam as well as organization ( jamʽiyya), meaning those who formally joined NU as its members. For both, NU developed a specific understanding of religion conditioned by as well as reflecting its predominant mode of thought.
Apart from their significance in the life of Indonesian society, these three fatwā-making agencies also reflect the interplay of competing mode of thought in the formation of their legal thought as reflected in the It is usually the case that the government's decision differs from some Islamic organizations. This dispute is due to different methods adopted each party in determining the new date of the Islamic calendar that is based on the lunar system. 11 The most notable disputants are Muhammadiyah and Nahdlatul Ulama'. 12 As widely known, the former adopts the method of calculation (ḥisāb) 13 based on astronomical and mathematical principles, while the latter believes in the direct vision (ru'ya) of the crescent (hilāl) method. NU rejects calculation (ḥisāb) alone based on a conviction that this method was never practiced during the Prophet Mohammad's lifetime. 14 The 2011 Eid was not an exception. However, unlike previous years, the controversy in that year was much more intense. Muhammadiyah, which celebrated Eid on August 30, 2011, a day earlier than government's decision, was blamed as the source of tension and confusion among Indonesian Muslims since it firmly insisted on the results of its legal reasoning (ijtihad). The controversy intensified as the meeting (Sidang Isbat) was broadcasted live by some Indonesian national television stations. Comments were obtained from Thomas Jamaluddin, a scientist interviewed in the program, who maintained that Muhammadiyah's method is out-dated. Muhammadiyah's insistence in adopting the method it employed was also blamed as the factor for the irreconcilable dispute. 15 The scientist further asserted that by using a more advanced technology the dispute can be avoided. In other words, according to him, it is the reluctance of Muhammadiyah to adopt a more modern technology that had worsened the situation. As a result, unlike other Muslim countries such as Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Qatar, Indonesia had two versions of the Eid in that year: Muhammadiyah's Eid coincided with the majority of Muslim countries while NU and the government's version was a day later. 16 While the Eid celebration ran peacefully despite differences and controversies on the grass-root level, the dispute resumed at another level. Having been accused of employing an out-dated method, Syamsul Anwar of Muhammadiyah's Majelis Tarjih maintained in defense that the method used by NU which the government endorsed is much more out-dated. 17 Moreover, some commentators even confidently argued that if the moon's appearance is considered, Muhammadiyah's version of Eid day is much closer to the truth. 18 However, none of the government officials and others who endorsed the opposite position responded to Muhammadiyah.
This description is an actual example of how modes of thought influence legal opinion ( fatwā). It has long been acknowledged that the calculation (ḥisāb) method is regarded as modern since it is based on astronomical and mathematical calculations while direct sight vision (ru'ya) only accepts the direct vision of the crescent, although the vision also involves the use of advanced technology. The debate, therefore, has wider implications on the debate on compatibility of Islamic law and modern science. The difference in method mirrors different modes of thought of groups concerned.
In studying legal opinion ( fatwā) issued by these selected fatwā-agencies, this book confines itself to the period of post-New Order Indonesia for several reasons. The foremost is the collapse of New Order reign in 1998. This collapse has ushered considerable changes in political and religious life in Indonesia. Two most significant and particularly relevant of these are political openness or political liberalization and freedom of religious expression. Suharto's New Order (Orde Baru) was featured by authoritarianism and strict political surveillance. When the regime collapsed, political openness was clearly manifested in the mushrooming of political parties. In the first election in the post-Suharto Indonesia (1999), forty-eight parties participated with a significant number of them being Islamic political parties. Although the number of participating political parties fluctuated from one election to another, they nonetheless indicate the climate of political liberalization in the country. Moreover, political liberalization is also featured in the emergence of democracy in Indonesian political life. Relatively transparent elections and freedom of speech are among a few consequences that have accompanied the new climate of political change.
Post-Suharto Indonesia also manifests in the emergence of more open space for diverse religious expressions, especially from Muslim groups, including more formalistic and bold expressions of demands for Islamic law and legal principles in government and administration.
19 Accordingly, Islamic organizations in Indonesia found spacious room to freely elaborate and express their positions, principles, and attitudes regarding significant issues affecting Indonesian society. Martin van Bruinessen, for instance, noted that the face of Islam in post-Suharto Indonesian society diametrically differ from the previous era.
20 Space has also witnessed a "conservative turn" evident in religious violence and interreligious conflicts as well as the emergence of transnational Islamic movements attempting to influence mainstream Islamic organizations such as Muhammadiyah and NU. 21 This changing condition has also impacted on religious discourse and practice of Islamic law in Indonesia. Inevitably, Islamic law has been witnessing a considerable shift from earlier decades. During the era of political authoritarianism and oppression under Suharto's New Order (Orde Baru) in which political restriction was an integrated feature of the regime, open expressions of Islam in public space was perceived as a threat to the stability of the state. Moreover, in the early days of Suharto's ascension to power, the relationship between Islam and the state was characterized by hatred and suspicion. When massive student demonstration in 1998 forced Suharto to step down from the presidency and many restrictions were lifted, a new phase of Indonesian politics was revealed. It was accompanied by the unprecedented challenge to Muslims who continue to seek religious guidance and rulings from the religious elite in resolving uncertainties and complexities of life encompassing many domains. While this has been ongoing long before the fall of Suharto, the changing context created less restriction on the expression of religious opinions including the domain of law and legal thought. This fact signifies the basis for selection of post-New Order Indonesia as the point of departure for this study. 
About This Book
This book does not deal with determining theological validity or correctness of legal opinion ( fatwā) from a religious perspective. Rather, it seeks to analyze legal opinion ( fatwā) as ideas emanating from diverse and competing groups within Indonesian society. As a study of the group thought, some aspects of the sociology of knowledge are useful in guiding the approach of this thesis. Essentially, the sociology of knowledge maintains that ideas, beliefs, and values within society are never coincidental or arbitrary nor do they emerge in abstract. On the contrary, they are rooted in concrete socio-historical contexts. In Mannheim's words, the sociology of knowledge "seeks to analyze the relationship between knowledge and existence" and "trace the forms in which this relationship has taken in the intellectual development of mankind." 22 Contrary to understanding ideas in abstract or as "narratives" which "simply sets out to show their development," 23 the sociology of knowledge examines ideas as conditioned by the background of social groups within a given social structure and historical context. As Mannheim explicates "… there are modes of thought which cannot be adequately understood as long as their social origins are obscured." 24 Understanding the socio-historical basis of ideas requires identifying specific human agencies responsible for its making, their interplay, and ramifications within a given society. For Mannheim, man's ideas do not exist independently from social groups of which he is a part of. Man "speaks the language of his group; he thinks in the manner in which his group thinks." Divergences in ideas do not simply represent the plurality of divergent conceptions of the world. On the contrary, they reflect unconscious situational motives in group thinking or the worldview and interests of social groups. In Mannheim's words, "it is not men in general who think, or even isolated individuals who do the thinking, but men in particular groups who have developed a particular style of thought in an endless series of responses to certain typical situations characterizing their common position. On the contrary, they act with and against one another in diversely organized groups, and while doing so, they think with and against one another. These persons, bound together into groups, strive in agreement with the character and position of the groups to which they belong to change the surrounding world of nature and society or attempts to maintain it in a given condition." 25 Two dominant styles of thought which Mannheim developed in unmasking thought are ideology and utopia. The concept of ideology reflects the idea that dominant groups can in their thinking become so intensively bound to a situation that they are simply no longer able to see certain facts which would undermine their domination. In particular circumstance, the collective unconscious of certain groups obscure the real condition of society both to itself and others and thereby stabilize. The concept of utopian thinking "reflects the opposite discovery of the political struggle, namely that certain oppressed groups are intellectually so strongly interested in the destruction and transformation ofa given condition that they unwittingly see only those elements in the situation that tend to negate it. Their thinking is incapable of correctly diagnosing an existing condition. They are not at all concerned with what really exists; rather in their thinking they already seek to change the situation that exists …" 26 These aspects of the sociology of knowledge contribute to explain the social basis and meaning of competing or conflicting religious opinions. It avoids the inadequacy of seeing religious thought merely as a reflection of certain theological viewpoints and avoids the pitfall of labeling.
Based on some aspects of this approach, this book examines competing ideas among dominant Muslim groups in Indonesia in formulating legal opinion ( fatwā) and Islamic legal thought as not mere reflections of divergent opinions that emerge in a vacuum. 27 Rather, legal opinion ( fatwā) is viewed as conditioned by styles of thought and religious orientation of the specific agencies that enunciate them. These styles of thought characterizing legal opinion ( fatwā) functions not only as a reflection of the life situation of the group that expresses them, but also reveals their basic intention which it to promote and defend what exists or radically transform it. As Mannheim explains:
(…) the ideas expressed by the subject are thus regarded as functions of his existence. This means that opinion, statements, propositions and systems of ideas are not taken at their face value but are interpreted in the light of the life-situation of the one who expresses them. It signifies further that the life -situation of the subject influence his opinions, perceptions, and interpretations. 28 The approach used in this study thus examines how modes of thinking or religious orientations characterized as reformist/ progressive, traditionalist and revivalist manifested in significant fatwā-making agencies impact upon fatwā-making and their ramifications on society. 29 This book utilizes numerous primary and secondary sources including books, journal articles, academic exercises and other materials obtained from traditional and new media. Apart from relevant theoretical and empirical works, both contemporary and historical, primary data on legal opinion ( fatwā) issued by respective fatwā-making agencies in Indonesia provide another major material for this book. In this respect, I visited the office of MUI in 2012 and 2013 to obtain primary information relating to legal opinion ( fatwā). Also, the MUI official statements covered widely by various Indonesian media and websites were also utilized.
